UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM COMMITTEE AGENDA

Room 305, Twamley Hall, 2:30 p.m.

March 31, 2011

Minutes of the meeting March 10, 2011.

Jan Goodwin – Program terminations M.Ed. & M.S. Special Education Cognitive/Developmental Disabilities; M.Ed. & M.S. Special Education Early Childhood; M.Ed. & M.S. Special Education Emotional Disturbance; M.Ed. & M.S. Special Education Learning Disabilities; M.S. Special Education Strategist; M.Ed. & M.S. Special Education Visual Impairment
Title changes M. S. Special Education, M.Ed. Special Education/Strategist

Sandra Short – New Program “College Teaching Certificate“; Course changes PXW 101, PXW 102, PXW 110, PXW 355

Frances Sailer – Program changes M.S. BIMD, Ph.D. BIMD, M.S. PPT

Jeremiah Neubert – Program changes M.Engr. CIEN, M.S. CIEN; Course deletion CHE 405; New courses CHE 505, SEE 510; Course change CIEN 524.

Paul Drechsel – Program change GeoE; Course changes GeoE 484, GeoE 485, CJ 535/635, CJ 540/640, CJ 545/645, CJ 555/655

Kate Campbell – Tabled items, New program “Social Entrepreneurship Graduate Certificate“; New courses ENTR 580, POLS 561, POLS 562.